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BETTER YET PODCAST ANNOUNCES ‘ALL OF GOD’S MONEY’ 
COMPILATION IN TRIBUTE TO WILCO’S ‘YANKEE HOTEL FOXTROT’  

Album will be released July 10 via Bandcamp with proceeds benefiting  
AIDS Foundation of Chicago.  

Stream Laura Stevenson’s cover of “Jesus, Etc.” via Stereogum. 

  
 

Since 2016, Chicago-based Better Yet Podcast has been conducting longform interviews with some of 
independent music’s finest talents. Now they have partnered with some of their favorite guests to create a 
tribute to one of Chicago’s greatest rock records. 
 
all of god’s money is a compilation in tribute to Wilco’s modern classic Yankee Hotel Foxtrot featuring 
covers from past guests of the podcast including Adult Mom, Ratboys, and Bethlehem Steel. The 
compilation will be released via Bandcamp on July 10 for $5/more download, with 100% of the proceeds 
going to AIDS Foundation of Chicago. 
 

 

https://www.stereogum.com/2048709/laura-stevenson-jesus-etc-wilco-cover/premiere/


 

Listen to the first single—Laura Stevenson's stunning cover of "Jesus, Etc." NOW via Stereogum. 
 
The compilation has been part of a journey stretching back almost two years, according to its curator, Tim 
Crisp, host of Better Yet: 
 

I’ve met some unbelievable people over the course of doing interviews on Better Yet. I wanted to 
find a way to collect some of these folks again in a different way, and the idea of a compilation 
quickly became a tribute to Yankee Hotel Foxtrot, a record ingrained in the city of Chicago. It was 
a great thrill to see these songs reinterpreted by some of the best. Ultimately, this was all an excuse 
to help out the AIDS Foundation of Chicago, an organization devoted to servicing those in our 
city living with HIV/AIDS. 

 
AIDS Foundation of Chicago is a non-profit organization whose mission is to “mobilize communities to 
create equity and justice for people living with and vulnerable to HIV or chronic conditions.” In May of 
2019, AFC unveiled its “Getting To Zero” Plan with the goal of eliminating all new transmissions of HIV 
by the year 2030. 
 
In addition to the album’s original eleven tracks, all of god’s money also contains two bonus covers of 
demos recorded during the Yankee Hotel Foxtrot sessions (“Laminated Cat”—released by Jeff Tweedy and 
Glenn Kotche side project Loose Fur—and Wilco B-Side “Magazine Called Sunset”).  
 
all of god’s money will be released via Bandcamp on July 10. Preorder the album here.   
 
all of god’s money — Track Listing:  
  1.   I Am Trying Break Your Heart - Bethlehem Steel 
  2.   Kamera - Mikey Erg  
  3.   Radio Cure - Mother Evergreen  
  4.   War on War - Meat Wave  
  5.    Jesus, Etc. - Laura Stevenson  
  6.   Ashes of American Flags - Walter Etc.  
  7.   Heavy Metal Drummer - Lifted Bells  
  8.   I'm the Man Who Loves You - See Through Dresses  
  9.   Pot Kettle Black - Ratboys 
  10.   Poor Places - Adult Mom  
  11.   Reservations - Slow Mass 
  12.   Laminated Cat - Chloe & Bear 
  13.   A Magazine Called Sunset - Cee Dertz  
 
 

### 
  

If you would like more information about this release,  
please email Chloe Crisp at betteryetpodcast@gmail.com 
 

 

https://www.stereogum.com/2048709/laura-stevenson-jesus-etc-wilco-cover/premiere/
https://betteryetpodcast.bandcamp.com/album/all-of-gods-money-a-tribute-to-wilcos-yankee-hotel-foxtrot

